
The advantages of Aerobu Cushion

Aerobu Custom Cushions



C. Selection of fabric

03.

Autocam Machine

Fabric Cutting & Laser cutting

Aerobu has invested in high-tech equipment for fabric cutting, 
which uses a computerized system to ensure precise and 
accurate cuts for luxury cushion fabrics. This will help to reduce 
consumption and provide more accurate patterns.



D. Zipper Construction

04.

Zipper
Protection

Curved
zipper

Curved
zipper

Aerobu sets a new standard for zipper construction with 
protection and curved zippers to prevent damage and 
improve aesthetics and longevity.



Round Square pattern deco cushions
Aerobu pattern expert styled the aerobu deco cushions with high 
end luxury round square shape instead of curved pointy shape.

E. Square pattern pillow
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F. Inner Deco Cushion

06.

Inner-liner water resistant
mould free

Nylon tricot mesh for 
ventilation & drainage

Zipper YKK with different 
types of slider & zippers

Ball Fiber Filler

Nano Trillium Fiber Filler 



G. Computerized stitching quilting

07.

Computerized Stitching Quilting system

Our cushions feature luxurious quilting lines that create a 
sophisticated look on the fabric. Using a computerized system, we 
can customize the quilting stitching to meet the specific requests 
of our customers. 



H. Computerized stitching quilting
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I. In-house embroidery

09.

Computerized embroidery machine

The placement of brand logos or text embroidery on our cushion 
products at Aerobu Custom Cushions can be fully customized 
according to the customer's specific requests. Our team can work 
with you to determine the best location and size for your 
embroidery to ensure it complements the overall design of your 
outdoor furniture.

Embroidery on product



J. Automatic Pillow Filling

10.

Consistency in cushion and pillow fill is essential for maintaining comfort 
over time. At Aerobu Custom Cushions, we use a pillow channeling machine 
that allows us to adjust the weight of filling fiber to ensure consistent texture 
and density across all of our products. This way, you can trust that your 
cushions and pillows will maintain their shape and feel the same, no matter 
which product you choose. 

Automatic Pillow fiber fill machine



L. Ball-fiber layer

12.

Siliconized fiber pillow top that helps to soften and puff up the 
cushion, for extra comfort and better recovery



Precision is the main thing, with a cutting machine with a computerized system, 
the foam that is cut will be according to size and precision.

M. Automatic cutting foam
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N. Multi Layer Construction

14.

Aerobu cushion construction

Other cushion

Aerobu cushion

Other Cushion

Aerobu cushions are designed with fiber filling 
at the top, which provides better recovery after 
sitting down and prevents the pillows from 
collapsing easily under body weight. This 
ensures that the cushion maintains its shape 
and doesn't bow. 

Other cushions with poor construction 
composition are more prone to bowing and 
collapsing easily.



Thank You

Aerobu Custom Cushions

Dusun 1, Suwawal, Kec. Mlonggo, Kabupaten 

Jepara, Jawa Tengah, Indonesia 59452

+6291 5900 777

hello@aerobucushion.com

www.aerobucushion.com
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